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CRIME COM ES TO G VSC
Grand Valley, just moving
into the sphere o f worldly living
has encountered one of the
negative attributes of nich a
lifestyle-thievery. This is not to
that there weren’t any
the Allendale
tgo. But in the
has been a
in larcenies

fro m
th e
A u d io -v isu al
department were present in the
studio.
Other
cases
of
Audio-visual equipment being
stolen indicates that the crime
takes place while many people
are around.
there have
as slide
projectors, overhead projectors,
mid tape recorders taken from
classrooms. Two people wearing
white jackets and saying they
from the
in the process
of

the Fine Arts Center was one of
the more vulnerable locations
for thefts because o f the lax
security and the number of
people with keys to the theatre.
With the appointment of a
theatre manager and a closer
surveillance by the
police, the number o f thefts

disappearances
come
from
rooms that were not properly
locked.
Purl Cobb, representing the
c am p u s
p olice
suggests,
"students should challenge other
people as to what they’re doing
m a particular location.”
One mddent o f attempted
larceny was reportedly done by
two men weariag business suits
However.
a
student
until they set the
equipment down and thought of
eu excuse to leave in a
There is a
the

rip

off

a similar occurs nee at its
campus.
The campus police and
resident
assistants
in
the
dormitories have approached
people wandering around in the
dorms and discovered that these
people don’t Kve in the dorms,
attend Grand Valley, or even
know people who do live in the
dorms.
A special breed ot larceny is
the type that comes from people
rip thiagi off just for the
O il.
oi
As
observer put i
off cult’ exist,
r _that rip
tricks’ of i t
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What Is William James College?”
teach a person how to survive in
the real world.
are not, however, • trade

by Candy Dranc
The feeling o f unification and
community wm etnsaed during
W illiam
Jam ea
College's
Conference entitled, “What is
William lames College?" Classes
w ere
su sp e n d e d
during
November S and 9 so that the
conference could be held. It
c o n sis te d
of
community
sessions, small diacuwion groups
( composed o f both faculty and
students), panel presentations-,
and a free lunch.
A lecture on the philosophy
of William fames himself and
how the college intends to apply
this philosophy to its programs
began the Community Session,
fohn Mactavish, a WJC faculty
member, summarized the lecture
by stating that, "WJC is a
person-oriented school. This
weans that our purpose is to

m x '
a
n
t
hm
programs are dsvimd so that
each member can gat a
w e ll-ro u n d e d
e d u catio n al
experience, not limited to just
his own field o f interest."
Small diacuarion groups were
then selected. At this time the
problems o f WIC snd its
members were brought out into
the open. Such things as the
inhibitions o f students to speik
out in class, what type of
courses the students were
interested in, and how to get
more WIC students involved in
the community itself were
discussed.
It was observed that there is a
general tack of communication
snd many students remain
uninformed about tagnifleant

events. As a result of this, WJC's
newspaper was announced. The
office u in 176 LSH.
A free lunch was ioiiowed by
an informal get-together, which
included the creation of new
paintings on Lake Superior's
walls. A living theatre entitled,
"Teaching and Learning" wm
presented. As • ealyrical comedy
it observed the humorous
personalities of various students,
such m the dope dealer, the
hustler, the supesjeck, and
VifnHii prOfeWOr*.
People then discussed the
responsobility of the students
and faculty to keep the learning
process moving. "When this does
not happen," stated a faculty
member,
"a
crisis-learning
situation develops and nobody
benefits."
The second day of the
UanwA*
m v iiw •»»»*
warns ?f5SI5S?i!v
p i»■(••• ■'/ SSSfSd
gvwiwu
to information snd discussing

Equal

the ways to prevent WJC from
becom ing
overly-structured.
After s brief meditation period,
members
of
the
faculty
e x p la in e d
th e
vario u s
concentration programs available
at WIC.
Along with the internship
program, the mechanisms of
getting a degree from WJC, snd
the advising and planning of a
program, the significance and
meaning of i career was also
discussed.
Boh Con row, a faculty
member from the Audio-Video
department later remarked, "I
felt that the conference was
e x tra o rd in a rily
successful.
Issues, such as size, physical
environment,
direction
and
development o f the internship
program (which involves contact
with the outside woridj, and
dissatisfaction with the classes as

such, were brought out that
hadn't been brought out to the
community
as
a
whole
before. "It was good that
people realized that other people
■hared the same anxieties and
that many of us are working
towards the same goals.
"People came together in a
way they hadn't come together
before and it is especially
significant that the conference
hasn't been institutionalized, but
that it arts a spontaneous
response to a genuinely felt
need."
He concluded with, “ I am
0 ad that people had a chance to
release their anxieties snd I hope
that these anxieties may now be
transformed
into
concrete
ends.”

pportunities
To Be Stressed

Grand Valley must take
Affirmative Action in regards to
providing equal opportunities,
regardless of sex or race, in
h irin g ,
p ro m o tio n ,
and
compensation
policies.
The
guideline as outlined by the
D e p a rtm e n t
of
Health,
Education, and Welfare, state
that the college must have a
written
affirmative
action
program and must file an annual
report on activities with the

Lo a n T io n

Second fe a r
The Black Student Coalition,
formerly known as the Minority
Student Coalition, on Grand
Valley*i campus is new sn its
second year of existence. With
the increasing number of black
students now attending the
college, there has been an
explicit demand for extensive
black
oriented
events on
campus.
The highly emotional and
cerebraiiy exciting appearance of
Dick Gregory last month was
made possible by the influence
o f the Back Student Coalition.
W alk Fainum, president of the
BSC, asserts that in the near
future move black students on
campus will be working together
for many community service

involvement into the
c o m m u n ity ,"
e la b o ra te d
Farnum, "la what we feel to be
Before
to put
for the needy.'

and
systematically
devoted
themselves
to
the
black
consciousness; this consciousness
presupposes an awareness of self,
political, and social economic
truths.
After last year’s initial Black
Cultural Week at Grand Valley, a
similar but more encompassing
event is being planned for Winter
term. Tentatively scheduled to
be the keynote speaker is
Congressman Ron Dettums of
Berkeley, California. Poetess
Niki Giovennie will be on
campus for a couple o f days,
along with Leron Ben itt, author
o f The Mayflower, who has
agreed to be p re sen t'fo r the
week o f activities.
O ther artists returning from
last Winter’s stack Cultural
Week include the Ko-Thi dancers
from Miwaukee, and the Bethel
Pentecostal Church Choir from
Rapid*. Two films have
. io a tgomery to
and The Murder o f
Hopcfutty the president o f
MMcom X Uwvenity f
at
o f the

The
personnel
practices
which must follow Affirmative
Action Guidelines are “ the
qualifications
for
hiring,
retention, and promotion must
be spelled out in detail; we must
recruit women and minorities at
ieasi as actively as other groups;
we must avoid clustering of
minority employees in the lower
ranks or classes of employment;
we must provide opportunity to
help women and minority
employees to be eligible to be
promoted; there must be equal
work load for all full-time
e m p lo y e e s ;
te rm in ia tio n
practices ured must be uniform;
in terms of salary we must
provide equal pay for equal
work; with resnect to our l*»ve
of absence policies, women must
not be penalized for pregnancy
leaves. Pregnancy must be
treated as any other temporary
disability.”

President
Lubbers
has
appointed a task force which is
charged with determining how,
these guidelines are to be
implemented. Adrian Tinsley,
Dean of William James College
has
been
chosen as it’s
chairwoman.
Rusty Belote who has been a
leading spokeswoman on sex
discrimination on campus aays
that the is "quite pleased with
th e
fe d e ral
governments
guidelines." Ms. Belote was a
member
of
the
original
"com m ittee" took of women
that publicaliy charged Grand
Valley with sex discrimination.
Th e "com mittee” of six
women, who in March o f 1971
presented ricSwCul Lubber*
mill • document o f five iiaOiitiiS
of research, charged the college
with
discrimination
against
women in hiring, promotions,
pay rates, and other practices.
According to their report only
18% of the faculty were then
women. They found that the
eight departments had no
women faculty at all and three
had only one woman each.
T he
document
sighted
evidence that those women
faculty members who even had
two-five
more
years
of
e x p e rie n c e
w ere
payed
S300-S900 less than men in their
yearly salary. The document also
showed that although 80% of

the clerical, office, and technical
staff were women, 2/3 of the
men earned $ 140 a week.
After reading the report,
President Lubbers appointed a
womens rights task force to
study the departmental hiring
practices, salary schedules, and
recruitment procedures.
Since then the college has
attempted to modify its alleged
discrimination against women.
The
A ffirm ative
Action
Guidelines will aeeure through
b o th
federal
and
state
enforcem ent
equal
opportunities. The Affirmative
Action plan must be ready to go
prior to recruitment this year.

Spring W ater

Tastes Sweet
Can anyone raised from birth
on city water understand that
water from a mountain spring
actually tastes sweet, if be has
never bent his head to drink
from one? A worldly man
pondering the word “ !cve” ,
cannot understand the disciple's
emphasis on "devotion” . To the
devotee, however, there is no
reality other than being the
humble servant of the Guru. In a
world of difficult roles, and wild
actors, the devotee’s part is
natural and easy. "My yoke is
easy and my burden is light."
said the Guru of an earlier age.
"Come to me, I will give you
suck peace as will never die,"
says Guru Mahar*j Ji. And He
Mahatma Ji Rqjcswar, a fully
realized disciple of Gum Maharaj
Ji will give a discourse on
Monday, November 27th, at 8
p m in 132 Lake Huron Hall,
Grand Valley State Cottepe. He
win discum the Knowledge of
tire soul given by Guru Maharaj

It
"Receive what I can give you
yon tty to understand
I « n . If what I five you
t your soul, if I can show

L" THE TEST OF A TRUE
MASTER
IS
THE
KNOWLEDGE nE GaYES.

r

Staff Still
Should Fsy Loss
Dear Sir,
From itwiiHi ypur editorials
sad listening to the comments
mode at the Community Foram,
it appears that you and some of
the other students in this
campus community feel there
are three groups in residence
here. Students, Faculty, and
Administration. You are using
the term “staff" yet you are
always
referring
to
the
Administration. There is another
group of people making up the
staff. This is the Clerical, Office
and Technical Staff. We are
FacsSiy fcy both pay by
n . erases per week and
ose wet o f fringe benefits n .
the
lege
Manual for ail
as they are loo

consider the fact that all faculty
do not hold 8 o ’clock classes and
that the college workday does
not start until 8:30. Can yoc
unaginc
the congestion if
everyone was. due here at 8
o’clock?
You
stated
that
students must pay to work here
in the form o f tuition, books,
fees, etc. Consider if you will the
cost o f clothes tor a year. The
year ’round dress o f bhiejeans
mA
whai-have-you is not
acceptable dress for the u u s u r s
section
of
this
college
c o m m u n ity
(F acu lty
&
Counselors excluded). So I’d say
we’re paying equally for the
work, if not more.

2. & 3. Please explain just
how the staff will benefit from
the parking lots over a longer
period o f time. The growth o f
the college brings more students,
driving more c m , also
staff, driving more cars,
more faculty, driving more cam,
all n o tin g fo;the spaces m the
already built, hut not paid for
lots. Man, that's some
benefit to look forward to. If
the stadeut steps here for two
u mam do, they are
the $30.00 it coat to
If the staff

know there are students that
attend for the four years, but
them
algo staff members that
work longer than ten years.

4. Should one member o f the
com m unity
use
violence,
indirectly hurting the whole
community, as a form of
protest? Also, allow me to
correct your statements dealing
with staff contracts. The only
union on campus at the moment
is the one the maintenance men
belong to, and the pariciwg fee
hair* was in violation with their
contract. Staff DOES NOT have
any such contract at the
moment. COT was and still is
considering a union, and as you
pointed out correctly, parking
was an issue and it was given to
us before we really protested i t
In conclusion, it appears that
sharing cards is a good idea, but
the other idem you suggested,
the gates can only
acm e a need for maintenance
be paid for, thereby
the total coats o f the
lots and
the need for an i
in next yean fses. K git?
A t the

President

Foium
that if

Lubbers

job
when you enter the
“ working world’*. You are
“ paying" (working for an
education) now for “ benefits”
you will reap later, just as we
paid in college for the benefits
(reduced
parking)
we are
receiving now.
Yours truly,
Sally Schoen
Systems Office

Christianity
18

unique
Dear Sir:
M s.
Kathy
S tu c k y
erroneously claims in your
November 2, 1972, inue that
in th a T it is built
on a person.
Ms. Stucky evidently makes
this erroneous claim without any
know ledge
of

Appalled,
M p p U llM O
Sirs,
Appalled, simply appalled! So
repugnant was your article,
“ How to Hook a Hunk" (Vol. 3
no. 3 Nov. 2, 1972) that male
chauvinism was set back SO
years.
We refuse to be classified in a
servile stud role to abet the
iongings of the females of
G.V.S.C. We are not meat, we
shall not be objects o f repression
fostered
by
the
sexually
domineering feminist fascists.
It is tim e formea to smother
their com placent, ineffectual
a ttitu d e s
tow ards
these
castrating Amazons and assert
our masculinity.
Mams. Kaliah, Rachtes and Bright
o f 1st floor Copeland

Am You Sure?

It is entirety impomibie, for
to imaging VwtansTitr
Hiadatim without Krishna, the
•carnete on this
;to aN mankind suck
as “Fear no longer, for I
jro u -

144

kg it.

Mi

J m

©©cross'

u

i

People

Jesus Is Greatest Man
by Kathic Stucky

THE DOCTOR'S BAG
by Arnold Werner M.D.
QUESTION: t enjoy faking
long baths, more then moat men.
I spend two to two and a half
hour* in the tub. Most of this
time is spent shampooing my
hair. I am also going bald. I was
told that shampooing would
help stimulate hair growth. Is
this true? Or could it be cauang
my baldness?
ANSWER: A nyone that has
kept their hands in water for a
long time has observed that the
skin becomes puckered. Unlike
aquatic mammals, man’s A in
was not made to endure
continual
the A in when it is kept
continually wet, especially when
aided by soaps and shampoos.
One of these days you are liable
to get out of the tub resem bling
a iudicwhat fiakey prune. All
that shampooing can’t he doing
your scalp any good, there is
little cause for anyone to
shampoo their hair more often
than two to four times a week
for a few miniutes at a time. A
physician should be able to
determine whether the baldness
you are suffering from is due to
a scalp condition or is the more
probable h credit** y iy pc.

Jesus of Nasareth Is the greatest man that ever lived. A look at
the daily newspaper will admit to His impact on mankind (B.C. •
Before Ch fist, and A.D. - Anno Domini, in the year of our Lord).
N o p k everywhere cite Him as a "great moral teacher" and even as a
West yogi. His penon?*lty has inspired all kinds of artista and
performers to p e a t works. Many of his teachings on human relations
underpid the world political systems. He is known as a founder of a
world "religion", Christianity. Many hnonans have awarded Him the
prim " and aay, like W.E.H. Lecky, "The character of
. has exerted so deep an influence that It may be truly said
that the simple record o f three short years o f active life has done
more to regenerate and to soften mankind than all the disquisitions
of philosophers and than all the exhortations o f moralists."
Being the pentest man that ever lived is certainly reason enough
for anyone to receive recognition. But He also de serves attention for
something else. Jeaus o f Naiareth, an a man, is unique to all other
man in hten ry and in the present day. His birth, life, and death and
unparalMled by any other man’s life.
The Biblical account o f the birth of Jesus is quite phenomenal.
Just look at the circumstances surrounding His birth. Hundreds of
years before, Jewish prophets accurately predicted the place and
approximate time of His birth. A lot o f supernatural stuff is
recorded in the gospels, like visiting angels, visions and dreamt. But
men of flesh and blood were intensely interested in His birth u well.
Men like travelling wise men (scholars and stronomers from an
Eastern country), temple priests, nearby shepherds, and an angry
king.
The life and teachinp of Jesus of Nazareth have some very
unique characteristics about them. Even now, some 2,000 years
later, the teaching of Jesus are well known. But how many "Great
teachers" can astonish their contemporaries and cauae them to u y
"He has done al! thing; tv '!!rH; rr.zt.tz ever. ih C w M w in w mid ihc
dumb to speak"?
We are almoat ail famisar with the "Sermon on the Mount." It is
recognized that in general His teachings run along the same tines as
other "great teachers". This is true except in one vital area-the
subject of Himself. And a great deal o f His teachings deal solely with
the subject of Himself. His most amazing claim was that He had
come to give meaning and fullness to people’s lives, and that He was
the source o f this abundant life. Oftentimes as a visiting teacher in a
temple He’d get up and give a talk. He freaked the people out
though, because He would say "I am equal with the very God that
you have come here to worship." Before continuing, there is one

refers to a God who has personality and has dramatically intervened

bristly and abrasive when short
and stubbly. It sounds as if you
arc having a. simple reaction ic
the abrasiveness of your friend’s
beafu. While ii is possible that
you are allergic to something he
uses on his face, this explanation
is less likely than the previous
one. The problem can be solved
by having him suave carefully
before you are with him. The
other possibility is for him to
grow a beard since it is primarily
the hair ends that are so
irritating. Alao, you can try
rubbing cheeks only in the
QUESTION: My problem is direction of hair growth (i.e.
that my face always breaks out downward vis a vis his face).
after an evening of kisses. It also This does have limitations, of
feels somewhat raw. This is course.
becoming more serious as I am
spending three to four evenings
QUESTION: Are a man’s
with a guy and I always seem to
testicles
supposed to be the same
have pimples now. Could I be
size?
I
have noticed that my
allergic to something he uses on
right
one
is smaller. My
his face? Is this just my sensitive
performance
sexually
is great,
A in (I am a very fair readhead)
but
I
thought
that
maybe
I am
or could it be his mustache or
running
on
one
testicle.
day’s growth of beard? I have
ANSWER: The left testicle
never had acne.
a little lower than
ANSWER: Beard hair is very

the right one; the origin of this is
in our embryologic development
th o u g h
th is
ty p e
of
juxtaposition
has
obvious
mcchanicai advantages. As a
result, it may appear that the
left testicle is slightly larger than
the right, though generally these
organs are the same size. At
times one testicle may be smaller
than the other for no apparent
reason or as a result of a mumps
infection in adulthood resulting
in some damage to one gonad.
The hormone producing cells of
the testes are different than the
sperm producing structures so
that it is quite possible to have
testes that produce no sperm but
produce copious amounts of
male hormone to insure good
function.
Unlike
cylinders
in an
automobile engine, testicles are
not power producing units.
Therefore you should not be
alarmed about running on one, if
that is the case, since one testicle
provides more than adequate
amounts o f whatever is needed.

in the hiatory of man many, many, times. In short, Jesus means the
God of the Bible.
Jeaus taught that He was the source and substance of real living.
He alao taught "! am the Why," and "no one comet to the Father
(God of the Bible) but through me." Please recognize that Jeaus
didn’t claims to be simply a "show-er of the way", as other "great
prop beta and teachers" have done in the past and are doing
presently. He claims to be the way. The way to what? The Father.
Here He does another curious thing by saying. He it the only way,
and thus excluding ail other poaaibiUtlea.
His friends called Him the Son of God end He commended them
for thinking the truth. His enemies were "seeking to kill Him (as He
w as). . calling God His own Father, making Himself equal with
God." They understood the meaning of His claims and they wanted
to shut Him down.
Jesus spent a lot o f time talking about His death. He predicted
His own death and resurrection many times. Also on the day of His
crucifixion over 30 Old Testament prophecies concerning Hi* death
came true, down to the last detail. Surely there is even a uniqueness
about His death.
One other "detail" about Jesus o f Nazareth sets His life far spart
from any other man who has ever lived. He rose from the dead, at a
definite time in space, time, and history, after being in the grave
embalmed for three days, never to die again. This means that He's
still alive today. No need to comment on the uniqueness of Jesus in
this respect. (The whole subject of the resurrection will be dealt with
in depth in a later isu e.)
Jesus claimed to be God (as revealed to us in Lhw fiibte), and Ha
made claims only a person who prapumed He Was Odd would make.
His friends aa well as enemies recognized His vlaimi for what they
were and believed them.
now i have a few questions: Wh at if Jesus knew He was not God?
Would He be a "greet mors! teacher" if lie was lying on the most
crucial point of His teaching, Himself? Would He go to death for
something He knew to be a lie? What about all the ',coincidences"
relating to how the person Jesus of Nazareth perfectly fulfilled over
300 prophesies made hundreds of years earlier concerning the
Messiah?
What if Jesus sincerely thought He was God but He was not?
Does His life show ether signs o c c lu s io n s and instability? Did He
remain composed and in control in times o f stress, such as He
experienced the night o f His betrayal?
What if Jeaus is telling the truth? Does Hit uniqueness as a man
make aenae if He la alao God?
Who do you believe Jcmm is? A liar, e cregy man, or God? T im e
tBtifc airtS S 'A rilF real options He allows each o f us. Cnnside? Hk
uniqueness as a man and consider His claim to be the only way to
the Father. Who do you believe this unique man, Jesus, to be?? -

m■
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£ !Z J !!? £ * occupation 0f the
"M in t, document/ vttnl to the
fi*
" r e remote* by the
Indians
end
there
wee
co*fidet*ble demege to the
hulldtne. GVSC entdenl John
Chisholm, en Indian, took peri

In the Occupation. Whs: follow

Inside the Bureau
Of Indian Affairs

tht * * * * * * * hod
***** Chisholm concerning the
events.

midnight. He explained his
position that the government
had taken away all hsi authority
to make any decisions for the
Indian people. Everybody's been
bitter towards him, because of
the^ presidential order that is
taking away his ability to
explain his position
Lanthorn: Do you think he
would be sympathic to the
Indians if he had power to do
anything?
Chihsoim Yes, they asked for his
resignation. He said “ I'd resign if
that's what you want but I could
do what I was supposed to do if
only the Commissioner could do
it." By Friday, 200 more poeple
arrived. By Saturday night there
were 750 people. Some of them
had to start leaving on Sunday.
By Monday, they were coming
and they were still coming up
until the last day. As far as
C o m m issio n e r
Bruce
is
concerned, I think he has great
authority to help the people.
Lanthorn: According to the
newspapers, while you were
inside the building a lot of
records
were
stolen
or
destroyed. What wss the reason
bahindVtt''
“W
~~
C hflkB torfhe tfbrpodTof tafcfhr'
the
records
and
gaining
poamaakin of warn, they ere
going to study them and
reproduce them. They are going
to send them out to the press. If
the press is allowed to print
them, that’s another thing.
Governmental control of the
presses, you wouldn’t believe.
They are really influential. If
you print something they don’t
want you to print, they’re going
to close you down. They can do
it. I think if will be mostly to
underground newspapers. We’re
going to make a book and put it
c s the market. A treaty has been
signed, with certain lend rights,
hunting and fishing rights, all
taken away by the President. He
signed a bill in 19S4 taking away
all treaty rights so to speak.
Most people don’t believe that.
We have the documents that
were signed, signatures of
governmental people, President
bisenhower, President Kennedy,
President Johnson, taking away
these rights. Now there are
books, whole volumes of them
about giving the rights to
railroads and other companies to
build on Indian land, land that
was given to us by the treaties. I
the purpose o f taking the
and to do this ia
to show to the American
neorie him hoar the Government
could find,
5
2 T S - people. Ak* of
or something. We found them all
people gat the idee it eras a way
o f fio e iM that the American
w« got
S i HS*
slot o f

Lanthorn: What did you think
of the stories in the newspapers
compared to what really went
on there?
Chihsoim i thought it was
biased. It was in the opinion of
an outsider. People didn't
understand what was going on
down there.
Lanthorn: What was going on
other then the fact that they just
broke in and trashed the place?
Chihsoim: WeU, they didn't
break in and trash it. They went
down there for the purpose of
having a meeting with the
Commissioner, and on the way
down there, they stopped in the
Minneapolis-St. Paul area a
couple of days. They called
ahead
to
talk
to
the
Commissioner who w u still at
home and asked him for a
meeting and he agreed to it.
When they got to Washington on
Thursday, they found our
Commissioner
Bruce
had
skipped town. He didn't want to
talk to them, so, they said, "well
do you know where he's at?"
They “ id y»» and they called
him on the phone. He said “ O.K.
I’ll be there this afternoon.’’
TVy s y t
SidH 'seS
that’s wheh thl'tfum m 6?Tnoian
Affaire c!o«*e f« r the day and he
still hadn't shown up. They said
we will just stay here and
wait for him ." People inside said
“ well, you can’t do that, we’re
doting ” We said "well, we’re
going to stay anyways, we’re
going to wait for him.’* About a
hour later there was a small
forcement, Bureau of Indian
Affairs Police beating on people
who work inside the building.
Lanthorn: What kind were they?
Chfluolm: D.C. Metropolitan
police, and a few federal
marshals.
Lanthorn: How many Indians
were there at that time?
At that time, there
about 400. We made an
attem pt to force our way in.
What they’d done was caught a
few who were down in the
basement sleeping in some of the
rooms and they’d gone through
a window and started beating
those people. We had an alarm
system set up. It was a verbal
system.
Word had gotten
upstairs th at there were marshals
and
price
downstairs,
so
everybody wished down and
outside
the
building.
We
_____them in. They
i*t allowed to get out. They
hid hi any possible place they

lost that the Bureau of Indian
Affairs won't be able to
continue in the way it was
because its whole bureacracy
had been destroyed.
Chihsoim: That was the whole
purpose of the American Indian
Movement to destroy the Bureau
as it is now. If they want to
rebuild, we are willing to help
them. We’ll give them back the
documents if they'll change their
way of governing affairs. They
didn’t do anything for the
Indians except
take
their
hunting lights away from them.
Today they give us land,
tomorrow they take it back and
put a dam on it. It doesn’t make
sense,
to
give
somebody
something, promise it to them
then take it sway. If they want
to restructure and rebuild it so it
will help them and give some
statement that they are going to
rebuild, not just redo what they
have already done, then we’ll
give them back.
Lanthorn: If they did attem pt to
rebuild and change it so it
actually did help the Indians, do
would Uks
you think th
B ruce. in
to’ lOC Com
i?
charge* a t sor
in charge
Chihsoim: M
but as an adviser, He’s well
educated in the problems o f the
Indians. He knows quite a lot
about it. He ia an expert. He
would make a good advisor. One
of the points they’d asked for
was a 15 man commission, an ail
In d ia n
com m ission.
All
representatives be Indians, not
white people.
Lanthorn: Were there many
Indians working in the Bureau of
Indian Affairs?
C h ih so im :
About
1,000
employees worked there. I don’t
know the exact figures. But only
1% of the people that worked
there were Indians. What people
say to that is, Aren't there civil
rights? Sure, but the minority
peoples that were hired were
Negroes of Chicanos. Less than
1% hired were Indians. It d o e s ’!
make sense.
Lanthoru: Were there any
I n d ia n s
in
an y
re a l
administrative functions?
Chfluolm: No, they had some so
called Indians, people with
Indian names like Crow, that
had not really white hair, but
not really dark hair. No
resemblance to an Indian. He
didn’t act like an Indian.
w e didn’t destroy any
important documents. They
were taken into custody by the
American Indian Movement.
They were boxed and dripped
oat of the country where the
government can’t get posrimina
o f them. Anything that was in

maybe 200,000 copies of them. Chihaolm: They didn't go
Stacks of them were in the through the files and ranuck the
offices. I found copies from papers until Monday night. The
destruction
of
the
office
1958.
Lanthorn: When you say the equipenient took place them. A
important
documents
were defence was set up. About .100
boxed and shipped out, do you typewriters were placed on the
roof and at the heads of stair
mean to another country.
cases. If the federal marshaiis did
Chihsoim: That’s right.
Lanthorn:
How were they get in, the onew on the stair
gotten
out
without
being cases were to throw at them.
The ones on the roof were to
inspected?
Chihsoim: They had it all set up. keep them from getting in the
The Cuban government had windows.
After all the documents were
given $1
million to this
movement, to help in any way gotten out on Monday, then
possible. We’re not Communists, they said to spread the paper on
no way possible. They set up a the floor because if the marshalls
plane and helped the people get came inside, we cm set them on
fire. They would make easy
the documents out.
Lanthorn: Are the documents in burning, we could burn the
building down. That was the
Cuba?
Chihaolm: I can’t say where purpose of the papers.
they’te at. They are our of the Lanthorn: You mentioned a
country.
declaration of War by the
Indians.
L a n t h o r n . We r e
these
arrangements made after the Chihaolm: It wasn’t really a
building was taken over or did declaration of war. That was a
Indians go there with the idea in misinterpretation of a statement.
We had said, if we are agreaaed
mind to seize the documents?
this
was
Monday
Chihaolm: The arrangements upon,
afternoon
after
judgs
Pratt
were made after the seizure of
the building. So we can go beck ordered eviction by force, we
and publish them , so other had taid, if the Marthalla made
people know ‘wha* is going on. an act o f agresaSon, we’d accept
As far as destruction o f th* it aa an act of war.
building, I think the people were Lanthorn: Was there an attempt
teeSy upset erith th# huildin*. o f forcible eviction after that?
m ere
wu
i
the meaning o f the building. Chfluolm:
formation
of
federal
marshalls
Why does there have to be a
Bureau
of Indian Affsire. across the street but they never
especially tied in with the came across the street.
How
were the
Department of the Interior? It’s Lanthorn:
documents
gotten
out
of the
like we’re some kind of natural
building?
Weren’t
there
still
resource. People were really
police
guarding
the
building?
upset.s There has got to be
something wrong if it makes Chfluolm: Police and FBI were
people react the way it did. To both watching the building. We
destroy a building, just a sent two trucks out in different
building doesn't mean anything. directions. Both were stopped.
Lanthorn: Did most of the While they were searching these
destruction ocure during one trucks, we sent two more out.
night or w*» there continual These two got through.
Lanthorn: The first two were
destruction?
Chfluolm: After we were refused just decoys?
negotiations from the White Chihbom. They were decoys.
were
carrying trash
House, on Friday night, people They
were pretty angry after being literature. They also carried our
attacked
once.
We
were garbage.
unarmed. So that Friday night a Lanihons: What made you
council was held. There were a finally decide to give up the
few ceremonies and then the building?
medicine man asked, if there Chfluolm: The purpose for
were another attack, did anyone holding the building was over.
have any doubts about the The government said they didn't
outcome. A few said they did. care about the building any
Someone asked if being attacked more. Our power of negociations
as unarmed people was fair, and by holding the building was
the people agreed that it wasn’t gone. They told us we could
fair. The leaden sent the people either leave the building or burn
our into the offices, telling them it down. So we left the building.
What
was the
tO ajB iaciSS!>va with the legs Lanthorn:
atmosphere
like
inane
the
from tables and chain
building
during
the
time
it
was
anything else they could
because they were coming to
During the time the
evict us in the morning. And so
people were preparing for an
the peopld armed themselves.
attack, they felt very strong. The
A lot o f them took an oath to
talked with the
fight to the death. I talced to
ito I
from the
to be breve. After the
Yoafc Times and they arited if
we had a
that wasn’t kind o f eSSp. I don’t
good time. We had a party.
■
................the
o f the

Lanthom: Could we begin with
an
explanation
of
the
philosophy of CAS, by itself and
in relation to the other collates?
Niemeyer: l think, in the terms
of the philosophy of CAS, that
it's really in a period of charge
right now. Not radical change,
but more in a position of finding
its own particular identity. In a
time of questionable directions
in which our education goes
typically colleges like CAS have
had a relatively strong liberal
arts program with the usual
types of major programs. Large
numbers of students woulti go
into teacher preparation, others
took general degrees and went
into s variety of other fields. B ut'
the thought has been that this
was a good broad background
with a broad preparation for a
student in any field.
CAS, I think, feels that this is
still a sound principle on which
to base education. But it is also
the case that society has
undergone considerable change
in
terms
of
professional
opportunities that are available,
in terms of the needs and
demands made by our society.
Some of the fields that in the
past provided most of the
opportunities for students, don't
any longer. At the same time
there have beer, new demand*
which have opened new fields.
Many of the social science areas,
particularly
psychology and
sociology, have done this. I
think public administration is a
field that has always existed or
has existed for many years but
has found a new stimulus. The
infusion of government funds
has
prompted
that.
Environmental science, co n cep t
our
problems ,o f. ecology,
pollution, propulation and the
like have all brought that field
into the academic forefront. The
consequence is that society is
asking,
in
some
respects
d e m a n d in g ,
th a t
higher
education provide that sort of
specialization. And the job I
think for College of Arts and
Science is to provide liberal
education
in its programs
primarily but not exclusively at
the beginning levels, and to build
a more specialized professional
type program at the higher
levels.
When 1 say professional or
specialized, I’m not thinking
only of those people who are
generally termed profesnonaL
I'm thinking of the typicai
academic areas as well. I think
that the rtudents are going to be
looking
into
profeaaraal
opportunities in fields other
than education. That doesn't
that there are major
i are only suitabla
to
it only " t t that
wsVe got to take a doeer look at
the

and assess what it considers to
be the primary objectives in
higher education and at the same
time, to be aware and recognize
the neede that society has
brought to our attention, and to
devise and prepare programs for
students that will allow them to
enter those fields succenfully.
Lanthom: During the '60’s, the
trend in colleges seemed to be
heading away from the concept
of college preparing the student
for a carreer to one of primarily
giving the student a liberal arts
education. Now that we are
heading into the '70's, do you
think the carreer preparation
aspect is coming back into
favor? Is it becoming more
important here?
Niemeyer: There is divided
opinion in CAS about what it
should be doing. There are some
who would hold, and do so with
conviction, that the primary
objective in CAS ought not be
principally to provide carreer
opportunities. There are others
who feel, equally strong, that
that is a concern of the college.
You tefared back to the 60’e,
1 think one can take it back into
the 50’s too and earlier. The
oWr M
tlU
s a# awtMt*
l a a o f W«W
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themselves as institutions where
students prepared for specific
carreers. There were, of course,
many colleges that provided that
function, i don’t recall as an
u n d e rg ra d u a te - that
my
colleagues and I* were very
concerned about getting a job.
At the same time I think there
was every reason why that was
so. We didn’t have to. There
were sufficient number of, job
opportunities available to us, so
wt didn't' >/orry about whether
tabre u/rerre
frnifito
a ink nr
----- 0--9 fra
—'
not. Our concern was wuold it
be the sort of position that we
wanted, where we would like to
have it. Concerns of that kind
but not whether or not there
would be a position.
The
situation has now
changed dramatically. Today,
there are not the number of
positions available, at least not
in typical fields, For students to
be concerned about what they
will do after graduation, I think
is very normal. Therefore, it
seems to me very legitamate in
an
academic setting, very
legitamate for college to provide
the sort of preparation whereby
students can get a job. In
addition to that, of course, we
must take into account those
students who want to go on to
graduate school as well as those
we aren't particularly interested
in any given carreer. It seems
that those alternatives ought to
be available to the CAS student

regular college in a setting with
o th e r
more
experimental
colleges takes the pressure off
CAS to look for innovation or
experimentation?
MNiemeyer: My answer would
be yes and no. The pressure is
not off but there is only a
limited pressure rather than an
extensive
pressure.
Limited
because the other colleges are
also meeting the demand. They
too are responsible. But the new
demands don't limit themselves
to the creation of new units.
When you take a look at the
kinds of changes recommended
in higher education, and I’m
referring
primarily to the
Newman-Carnegie Reports, they
are dealin with change in higher
education and if one looks at
what is still the mainstream in
higher education today, it si
colleges and universities very
much in the pattern of the
College of Arts and Sciences. It
is not totally the case but in the
main, that is the situation to
which these reports have applied
themselves.
Concerning the
nature of the student body, they
are predicting many things Also,
the nature of the curriculum, the
kinds of flexibility that will have
to be made available to the
society in the later part of the
20th century, these are all
discussed. Their predictions go
all the way to the year 2000,
which I think is the interesting
thing. We have at various times
been in analyses of the state of
things in higher education but I
don’t think with quite the same
urgency that these two reports
have conducted their findings. 1
think the other thing that is true
is that we have only begun to see
the impact of these reports. I
think change is going to be
considerable. Whether it will be
exactly in the terms that have
been spelled out by the
commissions remains to be seen.
I don’t think it’s the case that
any given institution can say
that we’re exempt, we don’t
really have to pay attention to
that,
assuming
that
all
institutions want to keep abreast
of times and want to do the best
job possible.
Lanthom: Most of the people
attending a college are out of
high school and coining here for
a four year program with a
degree as the end result. Lately
there has been some stress on
getting people who have already
established their own jobs and
Uvea outside of the college. Will
they become a more important
factor in the student body?
Niereeyer I think so. If one just
takes a look at evening extension
school enrollment associated
with Grand Valley at how this
fall compares with last fa l, this
apparent. My figures
i, but I

mz

■

this f a than last CMLI
to ae«

wM be

academic complex 3, additional
classroom space, faculty offices
and so forth. The question
off hours, evenings. I think depends, I think, on how much
another thing we’re going to find ..pace is available and ti probably
is more and more older people, has to do with some other
older only in the sense that things. That is concerning
they’re beyond the typical 18-19 utilization of space; as it stands
year old right out of high school now we are beginning to
that goes for a 4 year approach what I am told ia good
experience. I think we’re going utilization of the space that we
to find more and more women presently have.
What the four day week is
who go to college. I think we’re
going to find more and more going to do I don’t have any idea
students who are in and out. but the four day week is
That ia, they go for 2 semesters, affecting a number of industries
they leave, maybe to work or which are moving towards it.
some other engagement and then Whether that will become
come back in and extend what something that colleges and
has usually been a 4 year college universities will do, I don’t
program over a period longer know. At one point, there was a
suggestion made on this campus
than that.
There, I think, the whole that the College o f Arts and
concept of internships is an Sciences hold classes four days
extremely valuable one. In the and the other colleges hold
past, it has been rather limited classes four days but overlapping
to technical programs, but I for two days and extend the
think that more and more week into Saturday. I don’t
colleges are going to be doing know whether that will happen.
internships not necessaiily in I’m not particularly advocating
every program but in several It it at the moment but I don't
provides the scedemic and know what affeqt those
theoretical c q m b M . w A » V ^
practical, but it also has a very is quite certain at this point that
prsamatic
side. There are society and the legislature are
p .-itions available which you going to exert more and more
on
colleges
and
m*t only learn but in which you pressure
get paid, which men enables universities to use their facilities
to a greater extent than they
a student to continue.
! think that the other thing hay* in th# nast
we are going to see more of is Lanthom: There has been a lot
effort to get minority peoples of tsi'k among the students
involved in higher education, to about
the foundation and
go to get an education. Just distribution classes that CAS
recently there have been reports has now. Are people satisfied
published that say that the with the requirements or are
quality of academic programs in they looking for a change in
life isn’t directly related to those requirements?
ecconomic success. The Jakes Niemeyer: Yes, we are locking
report was talking about the into
changing
them.
The
American myth. It may be, but satisfaction is more difficult to
it is deeply engrained concept asnwer because it is highly
that most American people have. satisfying to some people,
That is, get an education and totally unsatisfactory to others.
somehow or other you gain So in terms of whether that is
additional security as well as satisfactory or not, I can say this
increased economic potential. much about it. In terms of a new
So, I look for that idea to proposal, there will be no such
continue.
distinction of foundation or
Lanthom: One of the curriculm distribution. We will only have
objectives is the orderly and w h at
we
are
calling
planned
growth
of 6,000 distributional requirements and
students by 1980. Do you fee! the courses that students couid
the physical facilities of the take to meet that requirement
campus can accomodate that will be expanded over our
much growth in this decade?
present list o f foundation
Niemeyer: 1 think that whenever courses. In balance it will mean
you make a prediction as long more courses than students are
range as that one, approximately sble to take to meet their
8 yean, there are certain risks requirements.
and the risks are that you don't
I t h i l l-It f S “i t* m i ran
re gr
tiA
m f blare
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always know what will take foundation concept had a clear
place during those 8 yean. definition. 1 think there were
Certainly that projection is fewer objectives and they were
bared upon the assumption that fairly well understood, not
we will have additional academic necessarily agreed upon but at
build ings, containing classrooms least understood, and that the
and office spare. If we do not courses that were taught in the
get that then I think the programs generally corresponded
prediction is inaccurate.
to the objectives. Over
As it stands now, we will
probably get a
too, which
of
the
who are going to school during
hours which have typically been
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"College it a great experience
to

live through and even a

greater one to look back upon. ”
Anonymous

Resident
Reais
Once again progress has bit
the dust in Allendale. The
proposal that
would have
permitted beer and wine to be
sold in Allendale Township lost
by a dry 80 votes. Maybe next
year.

Copeland House

Pinball Review

“ Marantz” Beagle takes on
“Pioneer” Bassett.
There will also be a clean
obscene name calling contest.
Judges will be supplied by
Campus Ministry,
The House Council has been
busy too. Efforts were being
made to obtain a change
machine, but the enormous cost
($1,000) and the way they’re
broken into made the idea
unfeasible at the present time.
A committee has been set up
to plan a Christmas party the
weekend before finals. Santa
Claus might be there if everyone
was good.

This review will focus on the
pinball machines at the Campus
View Pool area, for they are the
ones most accessible to the dorm
student.
There are a total o f six
machines, 10 cents a play or
three plays for a quarter. Each
game gives fove balls per play.
• , 1, •
*?
Rating Scale
* •* • - Excellent
• • • -G o o d
• • - Fair
• - Don’t Bother

It has been announced that
the 3rd floor guys (The Zoo) is
planning on having not one, not
two, but four sister floors. When
asked
by
the
Bunkhouse
Informer if The Zoo was “biting
off more than it could chew”,
-arry the RA stated “anything
hese guys can’t handle, just
eave to me.”
Robinson House
Plans
for
the
“Little
Susan Dahler,who conducted
Irother-Little-Sister" weekend
have been moving along welL A the collection on Halloween for
possible weekend for the event UNICEF, would like to thank all
the students who donated their
|\ii«mu *v onej 5 ivn ite r <
would
Ahaos some more The collection totaled oven
gs to do. The students S121.00.
Other than that, not much is
ldn’t want to give them the
h
a
p
in
Robinson.
impression it was boring up here p e n in g
would they?
(Robinson residents must be
Copeland House is also studying. Heaven forbid.)
adding some new equipment.
Several residents are planning
Included will be a new ping-pong a
P in o c h le
to u rn am en t
table and posably a stove. (whoop-de-doo) to take place
just before Turkey day. The
Kistler House
winner gets to put everyone to
sleep
with the news of his
Friday nights are no longer
victory. If interested, call Brenda
Coring in Kistler. (!f you like
beer). Each Friday, the floors at ext. S83.
House Council is negotiating
--tuMia
tkrntkiina
gggj&
MNSM
a u a v «*a«*0
for a piano,
keggers.
3rd floor guys wish to inform
Last weekend it was 4th floor
Joe B. that the search is being
girls. This Friday (Nov. 18) it
continued for his cookies. The
wO! be the 3rd floor guys
scene of the search has been
shifted the The Yellowjacket
Everyone is invited to the and Joe is urged not to lose face.
of the stereos as Dave

Derby Day (2,100 pts. for a
replay)
This machine is of the same
type as the one located in Grand
Valley Lanes, but instead of
needing an impossible total of
320p points, you only need
TTtJO. This makes tftlr game easy
except that the left flippers stick
open, i t ’s very frustrating,
watching th* ball 50 by aa you
beat frantically on tke machine.
Don’t waste your time until they
fix the flipper. Person ayersge (4
games): 1,S36 pts. •

E

Expressway (48,000 pts. for a
replay)
This game is kind of blah. It’s
very quiet, no bells or sirens,
quite a disappointment. It’s
more o f a game of luck than
skill. The flippers seem to have a
couple o f dead spots. Watch out
for the down post buttons.
Personal average (4 games:
17,280
pts.
•
Trio (1,400 pts. for a
replay)
This is a very easy game but

not exactly exciting. Flippers
have a heavy feeling. Try to stay
away from the bonus hole unless
it’s high in points, for its a killer.
Personal average (3 games):
1.011 pts. mm
1.
,n..N,vr
.
.1
. ,fv '
Lady Luck (4,100 pis. for 3
replay)
This game is definitely the
best game in the place. I was
winning games and I still don’t
know why. It’s a game of
black-jack and you play against
the dealer. If you beat him you
win a free game. You can win a
free game on every ball (and win
a free ball on every ball) if
you’re lucky enough. You have
to play this game if you never
win free games. Personal average
(6 games, 3 were free): 2,511

Doodlebug
(Sw,wuu) pis. for a
This is one o f the better
games in the place. If you play it
enough, you can really get good
at it. A fat-moving game, the
flippers are good and it doesn’t
tilt that easily. Personal average
(4 games): 23,113 pts. • • • •
Astronaut (4,500
pts. for a replay)
The main thing 1 didn’t like
about this machine concerned
the flippers, they were almost
spastic to the touch. They were
so light and ineffective that they
mess up your game. This game
was the fastest one in the place,
on one ball you would score
2,000 pts., the next ball two.
Save your auarter for O tt’s.

immmmmu

THE UNCOMMON BOX WITH THE
UTTERLY UNCOMMON BARGAIN INSIDE
Superbox. It has over $5.00 worth of products you use for
only 90*. There is a TR A C II razor by Gillette In both the
Superbox for men and the Superbox for women. That
•lo n e is whet is commonly referred to a s a good deal.
But there is more. There are shave cream s and deodor
ants. And more:
All the products listed below are in each Superbox
tr woman
Soparbox tor man
Tree IIby QMetta
Tree Shy 1
Crawtesa Shaving GW
Tfl
•oft A Ort Onodorent

Personal average
2,325 pts. •
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pretty
good; eyen though I’m not. You
can undoubtedly improve your
score, because 1 played them
clean. So, next time you’re at
the apartments, stop by and give
them a try.

ARA
Y U K -Y IIK S
Student: T h ere’s a fly in my
soup!
Server: Why that couldn’t be!
We used them ail in the raisin
bread.
•••
Server: Here, try one of our
cookies, take your pick.
Student: N o , I better use my
hammer.
•••
Student: Is this meat fresh?
S e rv e r:
N o,
its
very
well-mannered.
•••
Cashier: Let’s see, a meat
sandwich, that will be 30 cents.
Student: But it's a cheese
sandwich!
Cahsier: Not with that fly in it.
•••
Student: There’s a fly in my
soup.
Server: Lucky you! The last guy
only got a couple o f hairs.
•••
Student: What’s this fly doing in
my soup?
Server:
Looks
like
the
beckstroke to m e
it: What do you call this
Well, up to yesterday we
called ii rido.
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games):

In

Cobb In And buy your Superbox it

CAMPUS BOOKSTORE
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I«1Kifi HFiUil H9
Shakespeare
Company to
Perform Here
T he
widely
acclaimed
National Shakespeare Company
wfll perform two productions at
Grand Vafley State Collate on
Sunday, November 19. At 2
p.m., the professional touring
com pany
w ill
p re s e n t
Shakespeare’s tight-hearted “A
Midsummers* Night Dream,” and
at 8 :IS p.m., the group will
perform Sophocles’ “ Antigone”
in contemporary style.
Sponsored
by
GVSC’s
All-Campus Events Coordinating
Committee, reser ved tickets will
be
necessary
for
both
performances in Grand Valley’s
Louis Armstrong Theatre, Ca!d*r
Fine Arts Center. Tickets, at $2
general admission, may be
purchased
at
the
GVSC
Bookstore, or reserved at the
theatre box office, telephone
895-6611, e x t 696, from 9-12
a .m .,
and
1-4
p .m .,
Monday-Friday. Reserved tickets
must be picked up at the box
office by 4 p.m ., Friday,
November 17. Reserved tickets
Cor G o a d Valley community
aeambass ace Am o f charge with
L D . at t h e B o o k s t o r e o r
uuice, up io 4 p.m.,
m i963 by Philip
I bis wife, Elaine
Shakespeare

Company has since performed
“ before audiences of 250,000
each
season
at
colleges,
universities, and an occasional
high school across the country.”
As a part of their current nine
m o n th
tour,
the
NSC
productions it Grand Valley,
reflect the versatility of the
outstanding professional group.
S h a k e s p e a r e ’s
“ A
Midsummer’s Night Dream,” to
be presented at 3 p.m. on Nov.
19, “is a medley o f poetry, song
gpd dance,” surrounding “ the
whimsical and
irresponsible
aspects of love and the
midsummer madness that has no
explanation except the whims of
men and women.”
Sophocles’ “ Antigone,” to be
presented st 8:15 p.m., will he
performed
in the original
translation by Dudley Fitts and
Robert Fitzgerald. Although
first performed in 441 B.C.,
Louis Criss, NSC director, “ sees
•A n tig o n e ’
as
a
very
contemporary play, particularly
relevant to today’s world and
the theme o f young people in
revolt against the injustices of
ifc* political Establishment.”
This viewpoint is visualized in
NSC’s production through sets,
cosutmes, and actors’ approach
to their roles.

Canterbury Tales” Offered

In Louis Armstrong Theatre
by Frank Kennedy
Various sets of young people
are getting together and.having a
good time in the Louis
Armstrong Theater. They are
c a llin g
th e ir
g a th erin g
Canterbury Talet and allowing
all like wise inclined to join
them.
Scanning a panoramic cast of
forty, each viewer will naturally
fix and focus on different
characters at different times.
Obviously some are rookies and
some are pros, this aspect o f the
presentation fives the play sort
of an organic feel. Young blood,
old blood mixing and getting off
on each other, helping each
other, and most important o f all,
laughing together with the
audience even at their own
mistakes.
1 guess I forgot to mention
that Canterbury Tales is a
comedy. In particular a comedy
about the battle between the
sexes. What’s so funny about
sex? What isn’t?
There were numerous Hashes
of brilliance interspersed within
the tales firing credence to Any
Warhol’s prediction that in the
future everybody will be a star
for fifteen minutes.

The brief, but serene «id
steadfast appearances o f Phillip
Bowman as Chaucer unleashing
and harnessing the action added
an
underlying current o f
benevolent warmth to the play.

As a conflict developed
between
Miller and the
Steward, two narrators, J.W.
Jackson as the Steward added
fubtle nuance and support to
Robert Drinan, Jr.s’ often
encredulous inebriation as the
drunken Miller. Gordon Taylor,
the narrator of another tale,
besides
giving
a polished
performance as the Merchant,
provided the high light of the
evening with some deft ad
libbing wher. the curtain, due to
technical difficulties, failed to
rise for the scenerio of his tale.
Threads of suspense were
woven by Pat Roy portraying
the
listy
Wife of Bath,
constantly
giving
rix
to
curiosity as to the nature of her
tide. She also provided one of
the musical highlights of the
play
belting out a Mame-type
number with some real piz-izz
to kicU ff the second act.
O'.ner
musical
highlights
included Tim Schenk singing
“ Darling, let sic i«wh you how

to kiss’ a la Elvis, Garland
Simpson, Jr.'s plaintive plea
“ Where are the girls of
yesterday?” and in particular
Penny
and Patricia Iron's
exquisite harmony in the closing
"Lo ve will conquer all.”
If the medium be the
massage, then Barb Bobeldyk’s
dextorous fingering of the
Rohner Clarinet D6 surely
soothed the ear with its*
medieval strains.
Obriousiy,
a
theatrical
undertaking o f this magnitude is
bound to have some (laws: lags
in the action, timeing projection,
etc. The play is a credit to the
direction of Prof. William Iron, I
think. There are only so many
human coordinate points on the
Armstrong stage and if they are
divided by the number of people
in the cast there isn't much
room left for manueverability.
Maybe credit should be shared
with the computer center.
Flashes, flaws, and all, the
cast is having a good time
together and I’ll give them a
hand for working, struggling,
suffering, and often succeeding.
If you would like to join them,
performances are being offered
tonight, Thursday, Nov. 16. and
tomorrow, Friday, Nov. 17.
Admission is tw o dollan. -

Curtis M ayfield Coming
Weaving
reaving
exhibition
the works o f Bruce
teacher at the
Schools, will
at Grand Valley
’a Mackinac Hall
from now through
her !. O pes to
free o f charge,
are 8 a.m. to S
w> Friday.
a graduate o f
i taken
work hi weaving at
well as at
Ua., where ha
Hater Moniten. His
widely
the State

V.D.

One of the country’s leading that people could pick up on the
message ana understand . . . ” As
B lack
s o n g w rite rs
and
performers, Curtis Mayfield, will he said earlier in his life, “ I’m
be featured in concert tonight in only singing happenings."
C u rits
M ay field
and
the Grand Valley Fieldhoust.
Deliverance are being sponsored
The concert, which begins at 9
p.m., will also feature Detroit’s by Campus Activities. Advance
tickets at various record shops
funky soul band-Deliverance.
The man behind the movie and the GVSC Bookstore are
53.00, Tickets at the door are
“ Super Fly” with its hit theme
song "Freddie’s Dead” got his 54.00.
big break with the Impressions
back in 'S8 with their recording
a
__ pm_ st
-- v
•*
Of I VI 8VIM I iBViMli* lAJTS*
The Impressions grew out of the
group The Roosters, who then
started Jerry Butlur.
With the release o f “For Your
Precious Love” , the Impressions
The
GVSC
Pre-Law
broke. After three yean of Society will meet on Mondey,
laying dormat. Curtis Mayfield November 20. in 103 Huron at
revived the group with the 1:00 p.m.
At this meeting, we will try
riaease o f “Gypsy Woman”. The
to
determine who to invite to
group then strengthened both
campus
during the present
artistically and commercially
with such tunes as “Keep on academic year. The possibilities
Pushing “We’re a Winner.” would include law school deans,
“Choice o f CoSors,” and “People defense attorney, proeecution
attorneys, and poreibly someone
Get Ready.**
He left the artHip m 1970. from the testing service which
castrate his administers the LSAT. Who we
decidem to
■ongwriting. can invite is only limited by
en ergies
on
production work and on his your imagination, or a general
curtom. : on scan u o f the Pre-Law
record
com peay
However, he then put a solo Society.
It
i i > f together calM Curtis. It
bacarea the am g wocesrinl
black s u a e ilb r a o f the year.
etc.,
The album reerematad s dsfmitr
progreteoc la Mayfield’s a n te . and the Pro-Law Society
He feefc, however. 1
to law
for
changed, “! just wanted to
. . . expram aeysclr and hope

Pre-low
Meeting

Poster Show
“ ftychedetic
Poster
featuring forty-one
posters of the 1960’s from The
Museum o f Modem Art, New
York City, will hfchtigkt Grand
Valley Sute CoBcge’s Manitou
Hall Art GaBary today through
7. The
to the pubtic
Gottary bouts on
the second floor o f
Hall, are, 8:30 u i - 10 p m .,
8:30 am . - 5
., Fri.; and. I - 5 p m . S it
and Sun.

“illustrates the new styles and
methods o f design that were
introduced into poster art in the
1960's, adding impetus to the
revival o f porter collection and
Many o f the
colorful
posters
originated as adverting for
concert-light shows at the
n Ballroom
and Jhe
Auditorium
in San

Two offset lithographs by
Peter Max are included in the
xs e r a as the works
Organized by JoteG errigm o f BB1 Henry. C H .
Robert Fried.
Victor
o f graphic' Studios,
th e
e x h ib itio n

....
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SPORTS
Harriers
Conclude
Season

The 1972 Cross Country
season came to an end on Nov. 4
with the Lakers participation in
th e
NAIA
District
23
championsiiD held in Spring
Arbor.
The meet was dominated by
Aquinas College as expected.
The Tommies won both the
team and individual titles. Their
team total of 27 was SS points
better than runner-up-Ferris.
Third went to Hillsdale with 85
points, followed by Alma 88,
Spring Arbor 90; Grand Valley
119, and Lake Superior and
L a w re n c e
I n s titu te
of
Technology had
incomplete
scores because of to few runners
finishing.
The individual crown went to
Phil Hinck of Aquinas with a

time of 24:45. Terry Salcnimc
of Spring Arbor was second in
24:56. Rounding out thg iop five
were Joe Caruso, of Aquinas,
third in 24:57, Clare Kreger of
Alma fourth in 25:15, and John
Can of Aquinas fifth in 25:26.
For the Lakers, Jim Darcy led
the way with a 9th place finish
and All-District recognition in
25:3^. He was followed by Bill
Vogt 21st in 27:08, Scott
VanAUsburg 25th in 2 7 :19,
Doug Boyle 33rd in 28:08, and
Chris Baker 35th in 28:46.
Coach Bill Clingers team
showed great improvement this
year due
mostly to
the
improvement of Darcy and the
finding of a stronger third,
fourth, and fifth man to
compliment Darcy and Vogt.

VOLLEYBALL
by Rich Neil
make their record 3-0 on the
The women’s volleyball team season.
The only lose this year came
improved its record to 4-1 on
November 7 with an easy victory the week before at Grand Rapids
Rapids.
I t TO O * Tire Ih ls only two
games to do in Ferris, the scores
were 15-10 and 15-2. The J.V.’s
also won 15-6 and 15-13 to

down to sudden death in the
third game, and the lost was
hotly disputed by Grand Valley
who will have a Tetnatcli with
J.C. on November 30._____

ABO&TUJH
INFORMATION

PR EG N A N CY TEST A V A ILA B LE
An A bortion con be arran g ed
w ithin 24 hours
You c o n r e tu r n horn*
Hm sam e d a y yo u la a v a .

nut
mttvMP>
IH M IU W t U M V i '
2 £ 5

• 7 3 5 * 8 1 0 0

OHM 7 OATS A V»It« A »*»-*«**
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Gridders End
Season0*6
Grand Valley completed its
second season of varsity football
last Saturday night at Houseman
Field, and came out on the short
end o f a 21-11 score against
Grand Rapids Junior College.

two feet out for the 2 point
conversion.
In the second quarter after
Karasinski missed a 40-yard field
goal try,
J.C. marched down
the field and John Adams
carried the ball in from the 21
but the attempt at the two point
conversion failed making the
score 8-6.
After the kickoff the Lakers
moved the ball from their own

bn sportsmanship tW L a k e r s
would have won 100-0. J.C.
came out with no intension of
p Uy u *
football, they only
wanted to play dirty and thats
just what they did. They had 17
penalties called agauiat mvii,
154 yards, most of them in the
first half. By the second half the
refs, were so tired of calling
penalties they just let J.C. get
away with anything they wanted
to and this led to Grand Valleys
downfall. Both Rip Coiims and
the entire team deserves a lot of
credit for trying to play football
against a bunch of kids who
need to learn what sports are all
about.
The Lakers got off to a fast
8-0 lead in the first quarter on a
drive o f 76 yards in just six
plays,
with fullback Mike
Karasinski getting the score from
the 12 on an off tackle play.
Dave Sukup, after two J.C.
penalties carried the ball in from

goal with only 11 seconds left in
the half. The 11-6 Grand Valley
lead •« half was the first time
ever the Lakers had led ai the
midway point.
The second half was all J.C.
With fullback James Couch
going over from the one copping
a 75 yard drive to give J.C. a
12-1! lead. W.th only 30
seconds left in the third quarter,
Mike Peterson hit a 30 yard field
goal to raise the raiders lead to
15-11.
The fisal score came on a
28-yard touchdown pats' from
Mike Sequite to Gary Goodwin
with only 33 seconds left in the
game. James Couch was the
leading rusher in the game
gaining 131 yards in 21 carries.
For the Lakers, Karasinski
gained 58 yards and John Mahan
added 48 more.
The Lakers finished the
season with a 0-6 record, and 1

Moral Victory

feel sorry for Mr. Collins because
now he has to go outandtry and
get those poor sports to come to
Grand Valley and play for us,
good luck! You’ll need it.
Scoring
J.C.
.0
6 9
G.V.S.C. 0 3 0

6-21
0 - 11

■iumjiwttfe bad &tta.flgured

by Rich Neil
The Grand Valley junior
varsity football season came to
an end November 4 with a 20-7
defeat at the hands of Ferris
State College J.V. team.
The Lakers took an early 7-0
lead in the first quarter when
quarterback Chris Oiinicenco ran
12 yards for Grand Valley’s only
score.
Fullback Steve Hutchinson
scored twice for Ferris on short
plunges in the second and third
quarters.
Terr y
Delong
completed the scoring for Ferris
with a 16 yard run in the final
period.
This was only the second J.V.
game of the year for the Lakers
and their record for the season
w u 1-1.
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